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next under our notice, and the nlJmber of these required for the Newry, Humphries' mill at Ba, 1Lmis's mill in Belfast, the 
,. gradual reduction system contr::tsts unfavourably with the finishing Middleton Flour Mills, Forrest's mill at Perth, Kent's miU at 

machinery of the millstone mill. We must not forget to inspect Derby, Fi son's mill at Stowmarket, Best's mill at Armagh, John
the bran duster on the top floor, v. l1ic:h, in the opinion of many, is stone's mill at Limerick, and Rhodes' mill at Crumlin, were all 
not the least dangerous part of the equipment of a mill. It consists destroyed during the night. The fires at Gambling's mill, 
of a wire reel and brush revolving rapidly, and the fine flour Yannouth, Render's mill, Salford; Smith's mill, Stoke; and at the 
lodging at the head of the brush will often be found so hot as to Dormett Flour Mills, Annan, all occurred at night or at times 
be unbearable to the hand. when the mills were silent. This fact goes far to enforce the 

The relative speed of the different pieces of machinery neces- recommendation made by Mr. Appleton (late President of the 
sarily varies with the size and the construction, but the following Millers' A:;sociation) that a watchman should be constantly on 
data relating to some of the most approved machines may be worth duty in every mill. One or two of the fires last year have been 
noting : The fans make 500 revolutions per minute, the smutter attributed to incendiarism, and the employment of a night watch
from 450 to 650 revolutions, according to size of cylinders. The man might possibly have prevented the firing of the mills, and in 
speed of the rollers is differential. In the breaks the fast roll makes other cases a timely discovery of the fire might have saved the 
from 200 to 300 revolutions, and the slow rolls 7 5 to 125, the buildings from destruction. Gambling's mill at Yarmouth would, 
rolls being 9 to 20 inches in diameter. In reducing to flour the no doubt, have been entirely burnt had not the man in charge 
slow roll travels rather faster. In roller mills of special construe- given an early alarm. 
tion the speed is often greater, Stevens's 6-inch roll making 600 There are many lessons to be learnt by the fire record of1884. 
revolutions per minute. The bran duster makes from 400 to 520 Mr. J. H. Chatterton, well known in insurance circles, has always 
revolutions, the purifier from 450 to 500, the centrifugal dressing advocated the keeping of buckets of water in readiness in mills. 
reels from 200 to 400, and the cockle cylinder only thirty-eight to In a letter to our contemporary, the .Miller, he reports a fire in 
fifty. November at the Hilton Mills, Derby, which broke out in an 

In place of or in addition to the machinery above enumerated, elevator head, and which was put out by this means, thus saving a 
many mills are fitted with other inventions for breaking up the loss of£ 7 ,ooo. " Friction of elevators," he adds, " is undoubtedly 
grain, such as discs, ring or shrot machines, dismembrators, and one of the causes that are frequently returned as unknown, owing 
disintegrators. Some of these machines are driven at a great to their spreading to the roof before being discovered." We are 
speed, 1,000 revolutions being not an unusual speed for a much of the same opinion. Rhodes' mill at Crumlin, on Christ
disintegrator. O\•er-heated bearings as an element of danger in mas-eve, is supposed to have been destroyed from this cause, and 
both mill and smut room must not therefore be neglected. The the fire at Best's mill, Armagh, and in Kent's mill, Derby, both 
miller should pay great attention to the proper ll1brication of his originated in top story. To enumerate other causes of loss, the 
machinery, the dust flying about the journals and bushes being fire in Middleton mill originated in screen room, two fires were 
liable to have a clogging effect. reported as caused by overheated bearings, and Barker's steam 

The greater danger of large mills compared with small ones is and wind mill at Sutton-on-Hull was burnt through friction of 
fully recognised by the offices, as already mentioned, and the shaft in wind mill. Finally, an explosion in fireproof stive room 
charges are based, or intended to be based, chiefly on the output of attached to cleaning department of Lunt's mill, Liverpool, was 
the mill. As in the case of all tariffs, however, some anomalies attributed to spark from adjacent chimney passing through air 
have crept in, and some injustice is do11e to certain mills. Thus vent at top of stive. 
in roller mills, for instance, two sets are deemed equivalent to a The unsettled state of the milling industry during the past few 
pair of stones, and each may contain two, three, or four rollers. years, owing to the keenness of competition, home and foreign, 
Therefore a double roller mill, which may be constructed to do and the number of conversions, is a factor which should enter into 
twice the work of a single mill, is only charged the same as the latter, the calculations of the insurance companies. The millers have been 
and so is a sectional roller mill, which often makes four breaks fairly bewildered with the numerous systems brought under their 
on two pairs, or even a single pair of rollers. Rollers, again, are notice, each claiming to be the best; enormous sums have been 
made with different capacities, and their number in a mill is a poor spent in refitting mills, and while many of these have proved great 
indication of the work done. The tendency in fitting up new successes, others have only resulted in disappointment. Some 
mills is, of course, to adopt sets containing the maximum number millers have tried several systems, or combinations of systems, in 
of rollers allowed by the tariff. A shrot machine, which, though succession, and are still unsatisfied with the results. All these 
on a smaller scale, partakes of the nature of a disintegrator, is changes have caused great discontent amongst the hands, and 
deemed equivalent to a set of rollers, while the disintegrator is some of the most skilled and highly paid amongst them (the 
only permitted at a large extra premium. Additional charges are millstone dresser, for instance) find their services are no longer 
made for height, position of boiler, kiln, smut and stive rooms, and required. Then, again, the hands are unacquainted with the new 
for use of wire dressing machines. The miller will not, however, machinery, and generally prejudiced against it. The large mills 
complain of the latter charge, \vhich allows the use of any number consequently require the greatest attention and supervision. This 
of scalpers and bran dusters at an advance of rs. per cent. The is, of course, impracticable in large establishments. 
elevators are not taxed, nor is any mention made of lighting There is one fact which has been clearly established in the 
arrangements. roller system, and that is, that the larger the mill the smaller will 

The use of unenclosed lights in mills has, however, been a be the cost of manufacture. Thus, while the large roller miller is 
fruitful cause of accident. Spiller's fires at Cardiff, which occurred reaping a good profit, the smaller manufacturer in his vicinity finds 
in a silk machine, both in 1882 and 1884, would probably have increasing difficulty in carrying on his business without ioss. 
been avoided if naked lights had been disallowed; and to go Hence the tendency is and will continue to be towards con
hack as far as 1880, £ 16,ooo was lost at the Brox Flour Mills, struction of large mills, and as long as these are built and fitted on 
Glasgow, owing to flour from a choked roan being carried by band present principles losses by fire are scarcely likely to be diminished. 
to gas jet. The use of enclosed lights was recommended by \Ve can only hope, in conclusion, that the Millers' Convention of 
several speakers at the l\Iillers' Convention last year, and is also 1885 will direct new attention to the matter of fires, and that M:r. 
advocated by milling experts in the United States. Appleton's scheme for a periodical inspection and classification of 

The number of fires which occur at night or in the early hours mills may receive further consideration. On the side of the 
of morning after the mills are closed is worthy of remark. \\'e insurance companies every encouragement should be given to any 
will instance a few which occurred last year. Cooper's mill at _ real improvement which may be suggested. 


